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 International Staffing 

Committee responds 

(and provides 

guidance as needed)

Are services for an 

artistic creation 

(photographer, 

illustrator,  writer, 

other freelance artist)?

Yes

Complete and Sign 

the Limited 

Engagement 

Agreement Form

No

No

Submit Honorarium 

Acceptance Form 

through Payment 

Request eForm

Submit 

Contract Request 

with Signed 

Agreement to create 

contract record

Submit Invoice 

through the 

Payment Request 

eForm

Submit Invoice 

through the 

Payment Request 

eForm

This decision tree is designed to provide key 
decision points for determining the appropriate 
process for engaging individuals. For detailed 
guidance see the:
 Independent Contractors & Guest Policy and 
 Independent Contractors and Guests site. 

Need help: Contact your Finance Center.

       Help Tip to provide additional guidance
       New Vendor onboarding contact point

https://policies.dartmouth.edu/policy/purchase-order-po-policy
https://www.dartmouth.edu/finance/documents/purchasing_tab_documents/honorarium_acceptance.pdf
https://www.dartmouth.edu/finance/documents/purchasing_tab_documents/limited_engagement_works_for_hire_agreement_form.pdf
https://dartgo.org/intlstaffing
https://www.dartmouth.edu/finance/documents/purchasing_tab_documents/independent_contractor_questionnaire.pdf
mailto:InternationalStaffingCommittee@groups.dartmouth.edu
mailto:Procurement.Services@dartmouth.edu
https://www.dartgo.org/agiloft
https://www.dartmouth.edu/finance/documents/purchasing_tab_documents/limited_engagement_agreement_form.pdf
https://onbase.dartmouth.edu/app/FCAssets/assets/pages/FIN_INITIAL.html
https://www.dartgo.org/agiloft
https://onbase.dartmouth.edu/app/FCAssets/assets/pages/FIN_INITIAL.html
https://onbase.dartmouth.edu/app/FCAssets/assets/pages/FIN_INITIAL.html
https://www.dartmouth.edu/finance/purchasing/working_with_suppliers/independent_contractors.php
Help Tip
Sole Proprietor - someone who owns an unincorporated business by themselves. Single member LLC (Limited Liability Company) - a business entity where there is no separation between the business and its owner for tax purposes and the owner is protected from business liabilities. 

Help Tip
You are not contracting with an individual. If a PO is required, submit a Purchase Request; If the vendor has presented you with an agreement, or you would like to have an agreement drafted by Procurement, submit a Contract Request to initiate the contracting process;If a PO is not required and the vendor does not have separate terms that would need to be reviewed by Procurement, submit a payment request.

Help Tip
In rare instances an employee may be classified as an independent contractor if the employee has their own business and provides services that are substantially different than their position requirements to the public. In these instances, contact procurement services. An independent contractor questionnaire will need to be completed regardless of the type of engagement.  

Help Tip
When engaging an employee for services outside the scope of their regular job responsibilities payment is processed through the PA (Personnel Authorization) Smart form. PA Smart form request can be submitted through the General Request eForm. 

Help Tip
This is to help provide additional guidance.

Help Tip
Honoraria are payments to guests. An honorarium is a token payment made to bestow recognition to an individual for services they perform for which payment is not required or services are rendered nominally without charge. An honorarium payment may be of any amount and is taxable income to the recipient.

Help Tip
For Independent Contractor services performed outside the United States, it is necessary for the International Staffing Committee to analyze engagements of any worker for services prior to services being performed for both Limited Engagement Agreements and Independent Contractor Agreements. Each country has unique criteria and regulations that define whether an individual is an Independent Contractor or an employee. Incorrectly paying an individual for services performed outside of the U.S. may adversely impact Dartmouth, as well as the individual performing the work.

Help Tip
For services being performed outside of the United States, an individual within the business unit completes the International Staffing Questionnaire and submitted to the Controller’s Office for International Staffing Committee Review.

Help Tip
The intent of the Honorarium Acceptance Form is to ensure that the recipient understands that the payment is taxable and therefore receive a 1099 or have tax withheld for non-resident. The form also assists the Finance Centers on determining what onboarding method should be used.

Help Tip
A Limited Engagement is defined as an engagement between Dartmouth and an Independent Contractor, where:the independent contractor is performing a one-time service or services over a limited period of time, and the fee is $5,000 or less; or where multiple limited engagements with the same Independent Contractor over the course of the year may not exceed $5,000; andwhere the engagement does not involve any high-risk services, as identified in the Purchase Order (PO) Policy. 

Help Tip
Limited 'Works Made for Hire' Agreement for Artistic Services If the limited engagement is for artistic services such as photography, videography, illustration, written work, or other freelance artistic creation, the Works Made for Hire Agreement for Artistic Services Form is required which provides additional terms to protect Dartmouth’s copyrights to the creation. If alternative terms and conditions are requested by the independent contractor, then refer to the Independent Contractor Services Agreement.

Help Tip
Dartmouth must ensure that the individual, sole proprietor, or single member L.L.C. is documented to perform services as an Independent Contractor and Dartmouth and the individual, sole proprietor, or single member L.L.C. must enter into an Independent Contractor Services Agreement, prior to any services being rendered. This requires that the individual completes and submits the Independent Contractor Questionnaire to be classified by Dartmouth as an Independent Contractor.

Help Tip
Instruct the independent contractor to email the Independent Contractor Questionnaire to Procurement.Services@dartmouth.edu

Help Tip
Provide the Independent Contractor with the Contract Number to add to the invoice and ask them to submit invoices to invoice@dartmouth.edu. The Finance Centers will enter the Contract Number onto the Payment Request when indexing and creating the form. If the Independent Contractor provides you with the invoice, add the Contract Number onto the Payment Request eForm. 

Help Tip
Provide the Independent Contractor with the Contract Number to add to the invoice and ask them to submit invoices to invoice@dartmouth.edu. The Finance Centers will enter the Contract Number onto the Payment Request when indexing and creating the form. If the Independent Contractor provides you with the invoice, add the Contract Number onto the Payment Request eForm. 

New Vendor OnBoarding
This indicates a New Vendor onboarding contact point in the process

New Vendor Onboarding
New Vendors processing begins at this point. If the individual is a U.S. citizen or has a U.S. bank account the individual will be invited to PaymentWorks. If the individual is a non-resident and performing services within the U.S. they will also be invited into Sprintax.If the individual is a performing services outside the United States and/or does not have have a U.S. bank account, the individual will need to provide wire information on the Honorarium Acceptance Form

New Vendor Onboarding
New Vendors processing begins at this point. If the individual is a U.S. citizen or has a U.S. bank account the individual will be invited to PaymentWorks. If the individual is a performing services outside the United States and/or does not have have a U.S. bank account, the individual will need to provide wire information on the invoice

New Vendor Onboarding
New Vendors processing begins at this point. If the individual is a U.S. citizen or has a U.S. bank account the individual will be invited to PaymentWorks. If the individual is a non-resident and performing services within the U.S. they will also be invited into Sprintax.If the individual is a performing services outside the United States and/or does not have have a U.S. bank account, the individual will need to provide wire information on the invoice

New Vendor Onboarding
New Vendors processing begins at this point. If the individual is a U.S. citizen or has a U.S. bank account the individual will be invited to PaymentWorks. If the individual is a non-resident and performing services within the U.S. they will also be invited into Sprintax.If the individual is a performing services outside the United States and/or does not have have a U.S. bank account, the individual will need to provide wire information on the invoice

https://policies.dartmouth.edu/policy/independent-contractors-and-guests-policy
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